Final discussion

• Discussion is open, but some suggestions:
  • The present workshop
    – Topics
      • Which were useful – what have you learnt?
        – User-oriented
        – Tools
        – Uncertainty
        – Spatial
        – Seasonal
      • What was missing?
        – Ensembles
        – What else?
  • The future …
Discussion – the future

• If there is a 5\textsuperscript{th} workshop …
  – What topics should it emphasise (of course new topics may become ‘hot’ before then)?
  – Format
    • Tutorial + research?
    • Other aspects?

• Comments now but also later to anna.ghelli@ecmwf.int

• More generally, what else should the Working Group be doing?

• Presentations to be put on the website – is everyone happy with this?